Exchange bias effect in epitaxial La0.67Ca0.33MnO3/SrMnO3 thin film structure
Anisotropic magnetoresistance in epitaxial La 0.67 (Ca 12x Anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) is defined as the dependence of resistance on angle between the magnetization and the direction of current flow or a crystal axis. 1 In conventional ferromagnetic (FM) metals or alloys, such as permalloy an AMR ratio of 2%-3% can be achieved at room temperature, 2 which has been widely used in magnetic sensors and magnetic read-heads. 3 However, after the discovery of giant magnetoresistance (GMR), whose value can reach 8% at room temperature, the AMR magnetic read-heads are gradually replaced by the GMR magnetic read-heads. 4 Since AMR devices possess a simple structure and can be easily fabricated, many efforts have been made to search for new materials with the high AMR ratio. Recently, AMR in perovskite manganites (single crystal, epitaxial films, and polycrystalline samples) have attracted a lot of interests due to their large AMR ratio (10% to 90%) compared with the conventional ferromagnetic metals or alloys. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The maximum AMR ratio in perovskite manganites usually appears at the metal-insulator transition (MIT) temperature, which is normally below the room-temperature. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] It is well known that the Sr doping in La 0.67 Ca 0.33 MnO 3 can improve the MIT temperature to room-temperature. 11 Moreover, the Sr doping in perovskite manganites can also tune the lattice constant and the couplings between spin, charge, orbital, and lattice, 12 which can affect MIT, colossal magnetoresistance, chargeorbital ordering, phase separation, and AMR. 13 In this paper, we systematically studied the AMR behaviors in epitaxial La 0.67 (Ca 1Àx 3 bilayers with the thickness ratio of 4 nm/2 nm and 2 nm/4 nm, respectively, were deposited for the fabrication of LCSMO films with x ¼ 0.33 and 0.67. The total thickness is set at 120 nm. All the films were annealed at 850 C under an oxygen atmosphere of 1 atm for 1 h. The morphology of the films was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The transport properties were measured by Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS, Quantum Design) with a conventional four-point probe technique. During the measurements, the magnetic field was rotated within the plane perpendicular to the current flow direction and the resistance was measured as a function of the angle (h) between the magnetic field and the normal of LCSMO films. The AMR(h) is defined as [R(h)/R(0)À1] Â 100%, where R(h) and R(0) represent the resistance at h and h ¼ 0 , respectively. The AMR amplitude is the maximum of AMR(h).
The resistance, R, and the differential coefficient, dR(T)/dT, as a function of temperature for LCSMO films are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) , respectively. The MIT temperature, T MI, is defined at the temperature where dR(T)/dT shows a maximum. It is seen that T MI of LCSMO film with x ¼ 0, i.e., La 0.67 Ca 0.33 MnO 3 , is 261 K. The paramagnetic (PM) insulating and FM metallic phases coexist when the temperature is near T MI.
14 T MI is usually increased with increasing the Sr doping in LCSMO. For our LCSMO films, dual T MI are observed to appear at 283 and 298 K for x ¼ 0.33, and 313 and 328 K for x ¼ 0.67. The dark and bright regions in the SEM image of the sample with x ¼ 0.67 indicate the different conducting properties of LCSMO film, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a) . The energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy shows that the white region contains more Sr than the dark region. It is well known that both Ca and Sr occupy A positions of ABO 3 perovskite lattice. 15 In our samples, Sr in A positions is obviously not distributed uniformly, which is likely caused by the insufficient diffusion of Sr during the annealing process. The dual T MI may originate from the two different regions with different Sr contents.
The AMR for LCSMO films at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 2 . For LCSMO with x ¼ 0, i.e., La 0.67 Ca 0.33 MnO 3 (LCMO), the AMR amplitude reaches a maximal value of 6.6% at 263 K near T MI under a magnetic field of 5 kOe, and when the temperature is far away from T MI , the value of AMR decreases rapidly. The similar behavior is also observed in other perovskite manganite films. [5] [6] [7] For LCSMO with x ¼ 0.33 and 0.67 under 5 kOe, when the temperature is near the low T MI (283 K for x ¼ 0.33 and 313 K for x ¼ 0.67), the AMR ratio reaches the maximum values of 1% and 1.3% at 280 and 300 K, respectively, which are much smaller than the value of LCMO film. When the temperature is increased close to the high T MI (298 K for x ¼ 0.33 and 328 K for x ¼ 0.67), the sign of AMR is changed from negative to positive. Figure 2(d) shows the temperature and angular dependences of AMR for LCSMO with x ¼ 0.67 at 5 kOe. It is clearly seen that the negative and positive maximal values appear at the temperatures close to the low T MI at 313 K and the high T MI at 328 K, respectively. Figures 3(a)-3(d) show AMR at 250, 310, 325, and 330 K under various magnetic fields for LCSMO with x ¼ 0.67. When the temperature is lower than the low T MI , the AMR amplitude is negative and a maximum value of 1.4% is found at 310 K under 3 kOe. For the temperature near the high T MI , for example, 325 and 330 K, AMR shows a positive value at a rather low magnetic field. The AMR curves can be well expressed by the equation
, as seen in Fig. 3 , which clearly shows that the symmetry of AMR is the combination of twofold and four-fold ones, 16 where K 1 and K 2 represent the amplitudes of two-fold and four-fold symmetric AMR, respectively, and K 0 , u 0 , u 1 are the coefficients. With increasing the magnetic field, the four-fold symmetric part is decreased. Under the high magnetic field, such as 50 kOe, only the two-fold symmetric contribution is observed.
The temperature dependence of the AMR fitting results of K 1 and K 2 for LCSMO with x ¼ 0.67 are shown in Fig. 4 . At low temperature, both K 1 and K 2 are positive and K 1 is larger than K 2 . With increasing the temperature, both K 1 and K 2 are increased and reach their maximal values near the low T MI at 313 K. With increasing the temperature from 313 to 328 K, both K 1 and K 2 are decreased and equal at 325 K. With further increasing the temperature, K 2 becomes larger than K 1 , and the sign of K 1 is changed from positive to negative and the absolute value of K 1 is larger than K 2 . At the high temperature, both K 1 and K 2 are decreased to zero. The variation of K 1 and K 2 with the temperature indicates the competition between the uniaxial anisotropy and the magneto-crystalline anisotropy of LCSMO, which gives rise to the complicated AMR behaviors at various temperatures.
The origin of AMR can be understood by s-d scattering from conductive s-states to localized d-states hybridized by spin-orbit interaction. [17] [18] [19] In perovskite manganites, the electric current is carried by d-electrons hopping between neighboring manganese sites according to the doubleexchange model. 20 Therefore, the conductive s-states in perovskite manganites are mostly contributed by the conductive d-electrons. Theoretically, the sign of AMR is determined by
), 21 where D " respectively, and m " and m # are the effective mass of the spin-up and spin-down conductive s-state electrons, respectively. In LCSMO films, the s-d scattering is strongly affected by the structure and the lattice distortion. It is well known that LCSMO possesses a rhombohedral to pseudocubic structural phase transition with increasing the Sr doping, and the tolerance factor of LCSMO is accordingly increased as well. 22 For the rhombohedral LCSMO with low Sr doping, the d-orbital states are different when magnetic field applied at h ¼ 0 and 90 , leading to the anisotropic s-d scattering and a two-fold symmetric AMR. The cubic magneto-crystalline anisotropy appears in the pseudo-cubic LCSMO with high Sr doping and therefore induces a fourfold symmetric AMR. Due to the large tolerance factor of LCSMO at high Sr doping, the distortion of d-orbit is weak, so AMR caused by the anisotropic s-d scattering is accordingly reduced. 11 Since the magnetic field is rotated out of plane during measurement, the shape anisotropy due to the demagnetization effect results in an uniaxial anisotropy and two-fold symmetric AMR. Therefore, for LCSMO with x ¼ 0.33 and x ¼ 0.67, the superimposition of two-fold and four-fold symmetric AMR can be understood by combining the demagnetization effect and magneto-crystalline anisotropy. At low temperature,
and m # /m " is a finite value about 0.1 (Ref. 21 ) and the main scattering is from conductive spin-up s-state electrons to spin-up d-state electrons, i.e., s " ! d " , therefore, both f and AMR are negative. With increasing the temperature, the enhanced lattice distortion may increase the difference in d-orbital states when magnetic field is applied along different lattice direction; therefore, both the anisotropic s-d scattering and AMR are increased. 8 When the temperature is around the high T MI of 328 K, LCSMO is in a phase-separated state, that is, FM clusters are separated with each other, 23 and the demagnetizing field of the FM clusters becomes even weak. The four-fold symmetric AMR induced by the cubic crystalline anisotropy becomes visible. With further increasing the temperature, the DOS of minority spin is increased, which enhances the scattering from conductive spin-up s-state electrons to spin-down d-state electrons (s " ! d # scattering 24 ) and therefore results in a positive f and a positive AMR at high temperature. It is noticed that, regardless of the temperature, the AMR under a high magnetic field of 50 kOe shows a two-fold symmetry, as shown in Figs. 3(a)-3(d) . At low temperature, for the magnetic field larger than the magnetocrystalline anisotropy field, the d-orbital states are different for magnetic field applied along h ¼ 0 and 90 due to the demagnetizing effect; thus, a two-fold symmetric AMR is induced by anisotropic s-d scattering. For temperature near T MI , due to the metamagnetic transition, the PM clusters are changed to the FM clusters under a high magnetic field of 50 kOe; 25, 26 therefore, the demagnetizing field becomes dominant again and the anisotropic s-d scattering induces a two-fold symmetric AMR by applying a high magnetic field.
